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The Office Building, part 1
We have a local office building that is going to be torn down in a few years and already the offices have
been leaving and relocating elsewhere. There are floors that are completely abandoned but still have
furniture in them that was left behind.
I had heard that these abandoned offices, which still had air conditioning and heat, were being used by
gay and bi guys for hooking up and for a lot of sex in these old offices. So on a Friday afternoon I went
there to see what might be happening.
When I arrived there seemed to be a lot of cars around the building which I as hoping was a good sign
that there was some hot activity going on. I entered the building and took the stairs to the top floor,
which was supposed to be completely abandoned and where the action was supposed to be happening.
As I came out through the stairwell door onto the top floor I was immediately welcomed with the sight
of young two guys moving from one room to another with their hard cocks sticking straight out in front
of their totally nude bodies. They were hot looking, trim, athletic builds with smooth bodies and one
was complete shaven while the other had a nice bush of hair over his cock. Their cocks were dripping
drops of precum as they walked
Needles to say, I got an instant hardon and was excited to look around in all empty offices, which as it
turned out were not so empty. The first office I looked into was the one where I saw those two guys go
into. Only those two were in there and they were makin luv to each other on the floor, which was
carpeted. One guy was laying on top of the other and they were passionately kissing while the bottom
guy was using his hands to caress the back and ass of the guy on top. Obviously those guys had met in
another room and wanted to be alone together. They looked so comfortable together and I could tell
they were oblivious to me and they enjoyed the naked feel of their hot skin pressed together and how
good it felt to hold the cheeks of each other’s asses.
The next office I looked into had six young guys, high school and early college age all in different stages
of making hot luv. One pair were in a 69 position on their side, sucking each other’s hard cocks all the
way to the roots. I watched them for a little white because it was so hot to see their lips go up over the
glans of each other’s cocks to just the tips and then their lips slid back down over the glands and formed
a tight seal around their cocks as they slide their wet lips all the way down to each other’s pubes. I luv
to watch that because I know that the glans have the most nerve endings in them and as the lips slide
over the glans that the feeling is heavenly.
The second couple were standing hugging each other tight together with their hard cocks pressed
together and they were deeply and passionately kissing and occasionally sucking on each other’s
tongues while they slowly ground their cocks together by gyrating their hips. Their hands were busy
squeezing each other’s firm trim asses, occasionally pulling their ass cheeks apart far enough for me to
see their hot boy pussies.
It was at this point that I was so damn horny that I took all my clothes off and stashed them under a
desk. My boxers were wet with precum, it looked like a whole glass of water was spilled on them, there
was so much. My hard cock continued to drip precum as I went around the room to each couple and

caressed their bodies and kissed their hot skin. I don’t know if they even noticed me since they were all
in such a dazed state of pleasure, but caressing their hot bodies while they made luv and kissing their
delicious skin was very rewarding for me.
The third young couple were really busy fucking. The top guy looked like he was only 15 or 16 and the
bottom dude looked around 18. The top dude had a really long cock that was pistoning in and out of the
bottom guys tight ass. Every time the top guy pushed in his ass checks contracted which was really hot
to watch. His eyes were glazed over with pleasure and his mouth hung half open as an occasional
exclamation came from his lips such as “oh yea, ur tight ass is so fuckin hot” and “oh man, what a fuck, u
r so tight”. The bottom dude had his eyes closed and was licking his lips with what was a nice wet hot
tongue. You could tell that he really loved having that hot hard cock in his boy pussy as he often let out
a sensuous moan. The top guy had great staying power as I stayed awhile and watched them fuck for a
long time.
I could not help myself so I kissed and caressed the body of the top guy, spending a lot of time caressing
his nice smooth firm ass as he pumped his cock into the bottom guy. This time he did notice and
rewarded me with a smile as he looked into my eyes. After the eyes to eye contact, I just had to rim his
tight ass which was wide open to me as I planted my face in between his ass cheeks and licked his
smooth hairless boy pussy. He was telling me how good it felt to have his ass eaten while he was
fucking. Lucky for me he was doing a slow sensuous fuck so I could keep my head in rhythm with his ass
and never let my tongue leave his delicious ass. After I ate his ass for a long time I slipped my finger in
his boy pussy and finger fucked him. He looked around at me and gave me a big smile. Then I inserted
two and then three fingers and he told me it felt so good and then he asked me to fuck him while he
fucked his friend. I positioned my dripping hard cock at his hole and pushed in. I could tell he was a
regular at being fucked because his ass was like a vacuum as it literally sucked my cock into him. Once I
was in deep, I did not have to move because his fucking motion was fucking his friend as well as fucking
my cock. I leaned down and licked and kissed his neck, and down his spine to his wing bones. I love
kissing and licking a guys wingbones and because of the way he was holding himself up over his friend
his wingbones were well pronounced. We fucked like this for a long time and then he announced that
he was ready to cum. It was perfect timing because I was ready to cum as well. In a few more strokes
of his, we both shot our hot juices into the asses we were fucking at the same time. We both let out the
sounds of our pleasure pretty loudly and the bottom dude let out his own sounds to correspond with
the pleasure he felt as his ass was filled with hot cum. We then collapsed in a heap on top of each other
as we let the afterglow and the warmth of each other’s bodies soothe us. After awhile I noticed both of
these boys had drifted off the sleep so I carefully lifted myself off of them and left them to their nap.
I left these three couples to their intense pleasures and moved onto the next office….

To be continued
If you would like to experience the true version of this story and can tell me what some of these
acronyms mean and you live in southwestern Colorado or northwestern New Mexico and are under the
age of 27, then email me at Durango_chilidog@yahoo.com , the acronyms are: FLC, SJC, DHS, SJBTC,
FHS, AHS, MHS, BHS, IHS, PSHS.

